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Your Top 5 Themes

1. Intellection

2. Learner

3. Input

4. Relator

5. Self-Assurance
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Intellection

SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION

People exceptionally talented in the Intellection theme are characterized by their intellectual activity.
They are introspective and appreciate intellectual discussions.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?

Driven by your talents, you pay close attention to current events. Numerous people merely recount
what they heard, saw, or read. Typically you dive deeper into the topic. You are likely to generate
theories, concepts, or philosophies to explain the reasoning behind newsmakers’ decisions. You
routinely gather information about events, policy statements, people, or crises. Your fresh insights are
likely to draw equally engaged thinkers into the conversation. Chances are good that you think
carefully about weighty matters. You enjoy reflecting on the people and/or circumstances in your life.
You rely less on emotion and more on logic to draw reasonable conclusions. Simply put: You tend to
use your mind rather than your heart when making critical judgments. You are quite comfortable being
alone with your thoughts. You have little need to be constantly surrounded by talkative people.
Instinctively, you delve into intriguing subject matter. You read, write, listen to lectures, experiment,
and research topics to broaden your understanding of them. Often you think of questions no one else
has ever asked. Just as often, you find your own answers. It’s very likely that you enjoy reading, but
you refrain from accepting information on its face value — that is, its seeming worth or truth. Typically
you examine ideas, suggestions, or facts from a variety of angles. Only then do you judge what is
worth filing away, taking notes on, or remembering for later reference. By nature, you prepare for
important conversations or discussions by collecting lots of background information. It is not unusual
for you to set aside at least five hours of quiet time each week to consider what you have discovered.
You are likely to use this time to expand your thinking. A new piece of material can send you hunting
for additional evidence to support your theories, concepts, or proposals.

Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
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Learner

SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION

People exceptionally talented in the Learner theme have a great desire to learn and want to
continuously improve. The process of learning, rather than the outcome, excites them.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?

Because of your strengths, you regularly devote yourself to gaining knowledge and acquiring skills.
You are happy with life when you have lots of time to make more discoveries. How? You probably
read, solve problems, write, rehearse, or practice. Chances are good that you yearn to know a lot. It
makes little sense to you to skim through a book and read only the highlights. You delve more deeply
into intriguing subjects than most people do. You love to gather all kinds of information. This explains
why you take time to grasp ideas that appear in print. Driven by your talents, you prefer to concentrate
on activities, problems, opportunities, or subjects that really intrigue you. Each time you acquire new
information, you feel you can help people who need the same information. It’s very likely that you feel
upbeat about life when you can register for demanding and rigorous classes. You probably aspire to
enroll in specialized courses. Why? You trust yourself to meet the challenges. You know you will
acquire lots of knowledge or special skills. By nature, you long to gather information about individuals.
Your “need to know” is rarely satisfied. The more facts you gather, the easier it is for you to
understand the person’s unique strengths, limitations, interests, likes, dislikes, or goals.
Unquestionably, you study human beings one by one. Your ongoing observations of selected
individuals probably provide you with interesting insights into human nature.

Input

SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION

People exceptionally talented in the Input theme have a need to collect and archive. They may
accumulate information, ideas, artifacts or even relationships.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?

Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
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By nature, you choose to associate with people who think big and think smart. Exchanging ideas,
concepts, or theories with intelligent individuals exhilarates you. You pull together as many thoughts
as possible from these animated conversations. You never know when someone’s question or
suggestion will be valuable. You mentally file away or physically document these snippets — that is,
small bits — of insight or wisdom for easy retrieval. Driven by your talents, you feast on the ideas in
books and other printed material. In the process of reading, you accumulate lots of information for its
own sake. During the week, you likely spend several hours reflecting on your treasure trove of facts,
data, history, or research. Often one or two of your newfound concepts, theories, or findings
consumes the majority of your thinking time. Because of your strengths, you are apt to feel good
about life the moment you can sit down and read. For you, the acquisition of information is a basic
need. Probably for you, following the twists and turns of a well-crafted plot populated with interesting
characters is a form of relaxation. It’s very likely that you have an ability to imagine what visionaries
believe is possible as you read about their innovative ideas and plans. The information you acquire
generally frees you to make a mental leap from this moment in time to the future that these thinkers
see. Instinctively, you occasionally spend hours unraveling the mysteries of complicated procedures,
routines, or systems. Perhaps your step-by-step descriptions help individuals understand how
something operates.

Relator

SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION

People exceptionally talented in the Relator theme enjoy close relationships with others. They find
deep satisfaction in working hard with friends to achieve a goal.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?

Chances are good that you feel upbeat and cheerful when you keep busy. Without question, you
derive much satisfaction from producing tangible outcomes. Instinctively, you are comfortable being
open and honest about who you are. Often you intentionally avoid people who are less than truthful.
You prefer to spend time with individuals who speak as candidly as you do about their strengths,
shortcomings, hopes, disappointments, failures, or successes. By nature, you fill your mind with new
ideas by asking questions, reading, studying, observing, or listening. Normally, you accumulate facts,
data, stories, examples, or background information from the people you meet. Determining what they
want to accomplish in the coming weeks, months, or years generally satisfies your curiosity. These
insights also allow you to understand why individuals behave the way they do in different situations.

Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
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It’s very likely that you feel life is best when you are truthful about your talents, skills, education,
successes, experiences, or background. You are determined to dispel illusions you have about
yourself and others have about you. This is likely to be one of your top priorities. As long as you do
not pretend to be someone you are not, you are a happier and healthier human being. Because of
your strengths, you may welcome the questions or concerns voiced by people. You might listen
compassionately to some and offer counsel to others. People sometimes seek you out because your
insights are helpful. Maybe they appreciate the way you occasionally cause them to think in new
ways.

Self-Assurance

SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION

People exceptionally talented in the Self-Assurance theme feel confident in their ability to take risks
and manage their own lives. They have an inner compass that gives them certainty in their decisions.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?

By nature, you feel fulfilled by the steady improvements you have made as an individual throughout
your life. You probably have confidence in your talents, knowledge, and skills. Chances are good that
you may be an individual performer. Sometimes you heed your gut feelings — that is, instinctive
reactions that spring from deep within. Perhaps you trust your judgment to select the right course of
action or make the most appropriate decision. Instinctively, you might make a point of acknowledging
favorable results people produce. Sometimes you accentuate the good you see. Other times you
provide individuals with concrete or specific details about what they do well. Periodically you help
certain people build on their talents. Perhaps you contend that compliments contribute to the
continued success of human beings. Because of your strengths, you are attracted to difficult and
challenging endeavors. You are not inclined to look for the easy way out. You are bold. You take
risks. You dare to stretch your mind. You test the limits of your abilities in ways that timid individuals
would not attempt. Driven by your talents, you describe the good life as taking the dare, walking to the
edge, running toward the unknown, or working high in the air without a net to stop your fall. You
probably enjoy the rush of adrenalin that accompanies risky deeds or decisions.

Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
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